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Abstract: This study investigates Smart Grid Optimised Buildings (SGOBs) which can respond

to real-time electricity prices by utilising battery storage systems (BSS). Different building design

characteristics are assessed to evaluate the impact on energy use, the interaction with the battery,

and potential for peak load shifting. Two extreme cases based on minimum and maximum annual

energy consumption were selected for further investigation to assess their capability of utilising BSS

to perform arbitrage, under real-time pricing. Three operational dispatch strategies were modelled to

allow buildings to provide such services. The most energy-efficient building was capable of shifting

a higher percentage of its peak loads and export more electricity, when this is allowed. When using

the biggest battery (220 kWh) to only meet the building loads, the energy-efficient building was able

to shift 39.68% of its original peak loads in comparison to the 33.95% of the least efficient building.

With exports allowed, the shifting percentages went down to 31.76% and 29.46%, respectively, while

exports of 18.08 and 16.34 kWh/m2 took place. The formation of a regulatory framework is vital in

order to establish proper motives for buildings to undertake an active role in the smart grid.

Keywords: energy storage; battery storage; energy arbitrage; smart grid; smart buildings; smart grid

optimised buildings; demand response

1. Introduction

The building sector is responsible for a significant percentage of energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions, worldwide [1]. When it comes to the sector’s electricity
needs, the electricity demand is expected to increase in the future depending on many
parameters, including the extent of electrification of space heating in buildings, utilisation
of heat pumps and electric vehicles. Further adoption of these technologies will result in
higher peak loads and put pressure on the grid infrastructure [1,2].

The ramifications of peak electrical loads are significant for the environment and
the economy as expensive carbon intensive power generation is needed, often creating
serious issues for the low voltage distribution networks and their capacity. Peak loads
can lead to imbalances between supply and demand which consequently cause electricity
price fluctuations in the wholesale markets. These imbalances will likely be present even
in a decarbonised network due to the intermittency introduced by renewable energy
sources (RES), seasonal weather conditions and the utilisation of the emerging technologies
mentioned previously [3]. More specifically, because of the stochastic nature of RES and the
uncertainty around their output characteristics, the grid operators are not able to control
that energy output; therefore, scheduling and distributing their energy is not as flexible as
with the traditional electric generators such as thermal power plants and hydropower. This
effect has the potential to introduce frequency and voltage fluctuations which can affect
the balance and the stability of the network [4]. Mechanisms that will provide temporal
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flexibility through peak demand management are urgently needed for the future operation
of the electricity network.

At the building level, optimised peak demand reductions can take place through
coordinated control of building loads, often called demand response (DR), local electricity
generation (e.g., photovoltaics) and energy storage. By controlling their heating, ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC) loads over time, buildings can become demand-responsive
following demand reduction signals from the electrical grid and result in significant sav-
ings [5–10]. DR can also be conducted in synergy with other energy technologies, such as
combined heat and power (CHP), storage and RES [11–13]. Temporally, it can be classified
as day-ahead (slow), intra-day or ancillary (fast) DR, indicating how much in advance its
specifications are arranged. The DR framework can be applied in both existing and new
buildings [14].

DR is usually delivered through incentive-based and price-based programs [15]. To
implement DR, it is vital to know and understand the energy amount used by a building,
on a daily and hourly basis. The ability of a building to modify its demand and how quickly
this response can take place varies from building to building and depends on different
parameters, including the HVAC configuration [16], domestic hot water (DHW) production
method as well as the presence of battery storage and renewables [17]. It is essential
to recognise and understand the peak demand reduction potential and the capabilities
presented under different DR strategies for various building types, in different climates
and occupancy profiles [18].

Building integrated energy storage, such as batteries, can allow buildings to manage
their demand and reduce their peak loads, relieving pressure on the electrical network [2].
Additionally, they are able to store electricity when excess generation from RES takes place.
Furthermore, energy storage can provide grid services such as reserve power, ancillary
services for frequency response and regulation, facilitate the integration of RES into the
system and offer more control to the final consumers [19]. The main balancing services
are currently procured by the National Grid in Great Britain in order to achieve a balance
between supply and demand. They are open to generators, big consumers or both. For each
service, there are specifications regarding the response time needed, minimum duration
and power provided. Rewards include availability (GBP/MW/h), utilisation (GBP/MWh)
and nomination fee (GBP/hour) [20]. Therefore, it is important to understand the potential
that can be unlocked by deploying an energy storage system (ESS) at the building level
and providing services to the grid.

A summary of selected energy technologies for buildings along with their applications
can be seen in Table 1. Energy storage is capable of providing a wide variety of services in
various parts of the network and combining it with other technologies has been evaluated
extensively in [21–23]. While many options are available for buildings, a techno-economic
assessment is required on a case-to-case basis to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of any
suggested scheme. There are many case studies investigating energy technologies in
buildings; however, the literature is scarce on the utilisation of battery storage in buildings
with different design characteristics.

It can be concluded that the building sector as the major energy consumer is expected
to play a critical role in the development of future smart energy systems and the future
smart grid through a variety of different mechanisms such as real-time trade of energy,
DR, self-generation, decentralised renewable energy and energy storage [24,25]. These
mechanisms will allow buildings to shift from passive elements to active players by cooper-
ating in the network operation. However, this cooperation will require a closer relationship
between the building and the energy sector [5,14,26] as well as the ability of the building to
store energy, for instance with batteries [27]. A recent case study highlighted that establish-
ing a proper regulatory framework and financial motives was deemed to be of the essence
towards making battery storage attractive and cost-effective to potential investors [28].
Currently, there are many important barriers under the current regulatory and economic
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regimes that prevent ES from participating in the electricity markets and contributing
towards technological innovations. These have been well summarised by [29–31].

Table 1. Studied energy technologies in buildings and their applications in selected publications.

Technologies Application(s) in Buildings and/or the Grid Comments/Conclusions

Batteries Peak-shaving [32]
Residential Battery energy storage systems can

reduce peak electricity loads by >40%.

Time-of-Use (ToU) Energy management [33]

Medium-scale batteries can reduce the electricity
bills of consumers through ToU energy management.
They are economically beneficial for medium-scale
buildings if there is an important difference between

the max. and the min. electricity prices.

Balancing Services, RES Integration,
Customer Energy Management [34,35]

Batteries can provide several services, including
balancing services, such as voltage support, black

start and load following, as well as customer energy
management (power quality/reliability). RES

Integration can be achieved through time-shifting
and capacity firming.

Optimisation of energy dispatch schedule in
a PV/storage system [36]

Batteries are important for providing peak-shaving
and load shifting. The cost-effectiveness of the

system depends on the electricity rates and battery
technology used (lithium-ion, lead acid, etc.)

Hydrogen
Storage

Self-sufficient energy buildings and cost
minimisation [37]

There is an increasing interest in combined battery
and hydrogen storage. Domestic hydrogen storage
can render a building self-sufficient for an annual

premium of 52% when compared to buying
electricity from the grid by 2030. It can also lead to

annualised cost reductions of 72–80% for the supply
of heat and electricity when compared to Li-ion

batteries.

Integration of RES and balancing of the grid
[38]

Electrochemical and mechanical storage are not
sufficient to balance the grid; therefore, hydrogen is
expected to play a major role in the energy transition.

Evaluating hydrogen is very challenging while a
detailed techno-economic assessment is required on

a case-to-case basis.

Thermal mass Energy flexible buildings [39]

Using the building’s thermal mass as thermal
storage through preheating, precooling and night

ventilation can lead to a maximum of 3.2% savings
for heating and 8.5% for cooling.

HVAC

Fast DR [40]

Turning off part of the HVAC is an efficient way for
buildings to respond quickly to notifications issued

by the Smart Grid, provide fast DR and achieve
considerable power reduction (39%).

Peak-shaving [41]

An HVAC energy management system can minimise
cooling loads by altering thermostat settings, leading

to a reduction in the daily peak loads by 25.5% in
domestic buildings.

Hybrid System
Meeting loads, minimisation of costs and

emissions [42]

Considering several energy systems (wind turbines,
PVs, hydrogen storage, batteries), many optimal

combinations include high levels of solar and wind
power. As high costs are associated with hydrogen

storage, priority is given to batteries.

CHP Emissions reductions [43]
CHP can reduce emissions (CO2, NOx, CH4) as well
as the carbon equivalent in commercial buildings.

Primary Energy Savings [44]

CHP can lead to the reduction in electricity and gas
consumption by 56% and 43%, respectively. Results

are considered to be dependent on climate
conditions and building types.
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The concept of SGOBs was first mentioned in [45], while [28] presented initial results
for one building scenario, showing how battery arbitrage can change the building’s elec-
tricity profile. The current paper recognises the potential of building integrated storage for
the benefits of both the building and the electrical network. The combination of energy
storage and renewables as well as optimisation algorithms for pumped-hydro energy
storage (PHES) arbitrage are often encountered in the literature. However, the majority
of PHES studies have focused on the financial aspect of storage operation by maximising
the revenue streams, and therefore the profitability of such schemes. According to the
literature review, utilising BSS in buildings in order to perform peak-shaving based on
different technical (both building design and BSS sizes) and arbitrage scenarios has not
been investigated before. Therefore, this study evaluates the utilisation of the battery as a
standalone technology, without the concurrent use of renewables in buildings, to reduce
peak loads. In this way, different buildings are taken into account in terms of glazing and
insulation as building design affects daily and annual load profiles. To accomplish this, the
developed arbitrage algorithms use the hourly electricity demand of different buildings,
hourly electricity prices from the grid and the BSS technical specifications. Moreover, a
cost-benefit analysis is studied for 10- and 20-year periods to quantify the financial motive
required to make BSS economically attractive to building owners. The novelties of this
study form the interaction between the building’s dynamic requirements for power and
the cost of electricity while using a battery to reduce peak load requirements.

Summing up, this research article examines a combination of unique parameters
that include building design, operational dispatch strategies, BSS sizes and long-term
economics to compare the SGOB potential of different buildings. This work takes the first
vital step towards the establishment of a regulatory framework for battery arbitrage in the
building sector to understand the suitability of buildings to become SGOBs.

2. Methodology

Three operational (dispatch) strategies are presented techno-economically, under
which BSS are deployed at the building level to conduct energy arbitrage by responding to
real-time electricity prices, shifting their daily electricity profile and providing in this way a
service to the grid. The objective function of the arbitrage model is lowest operational costs;
buying electricity when costs are low to use within the building or sell back to the grid at
a later time. The results are finally evaluated in respect of total electricity consumption,
peak hours shaved and net cost based on the relative impact of building design, battery
and inverter sizing and dispatch strategies.

Building simulations are used to estimate hourly electricity loads across a full year. The
output results of the building simulations include the building’s electricity consumption
on an hourly basis (kWh) while the output of the real-time electricity pricing includes
retail hourly electricity prices (GBP/kWh); these data are used as the input of the BSS. The
three main elements along with their examined characteristics are summarised below, in
Figure 1, while Figure 2 demonstrates the modelling process and the software used along
with the key inputs and outputs.

2.1. Building Specifications

In this section, the chosen building key parameters along with their characteristics
and values are explained, regarding design, structure, HVAC configuration, building loads
and simulations.
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Figure 1. Main research elements and their characteristics.

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Modelling Methodology, inputs and outputs.

2.1.1. Design and Structure

One common commercial building geometry of four storeys, each one occupying
625 m2 of total floor area. Each floor includes two zones: open-plan office (Zone 1) and
a small generic reception/stairwell/lift area, located at the centre of the floor (Zone 2).
Zone 2 is separated from the rest of the storey through an internal partition. The buildings
vary in terms of three key design characteristics, as shown in Table 2:

Table 2. Properties of Building Scenarios.

Case Thermal Mass Insulation Glazing

HwB30 Heavyweight Best Practice 30%
HwL30 Heavyweight Part L 30%
LwB30 Lightweight Best Practice 30%
LwP30 Lightweight Part L 30%
HwB80 Heavyweight Best Practice 80%
HwL80 Heavyweight Part L 80%
LwB80 Lightweight Best Practice 80%
LwL80 Lightweight Lightweight 80%

1. Building envelope. This characteristic refers to the thermal transmittance of the
envelope elements and their airtightness. The first category meets the building
regulations as described in Part L [46] while Best Practice is more energy-efficient
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with lower envelope U-values, along with less external infiltration. Concerning the
airtightness, crack templates are used to calculate the external infiltration that takes
place due to surface cracks or by general fabric porosity, as explained in [47]. The
envelope determines the interior climate conditions and consequently the additional
heating and cooling demand required. The envelope parameters are presented in
Table 3;

2. Thermal mass. Lightweight buildings are assumed to include metallic cladding with
plastering while heavyweight buildings consist of brickwork, concrete and plastering
at their respective external walls. Thermal mass is responsible for a time delay
in the heat exchange (thermal lag) between the building interior and the outside
environment, depending on the properties of the building materials used [48];

3. Window-to-Wall ratio. For this category, 30% and 80% glazed buildings are consid-
ered. Glazing is considered to be one of the weakest control points in the thermal
performance of buildings as heating losses and solar gain take place through the
windows [49].

Table 3. Building Envelope properties for the simulated buildings.

Parameter (Units) Part L Compliant Best Practice

Floor dimensions 25 m × 25 m (6 m × 6 m for Zone 2)
Floor area (Zone 1) 2356 m2

Floor area (Zone 2) 144 m2

Volume 8750 m3

Flat roof U-value (W/m2K) 0.25 0.18

External wall U-value (W/m2K) 0.35 0.26

Ground floor U-value (W/m2K) 0.25 0.22

Internal floor U-value (W/m2K) 2.93 2.93

Internal partition (W/m2K) 1.64 1.64

Windows glazing U-value (W/m2K)
2.2 (30% glazed)
1.3 (80% glazed)

1.6 (30% glazed)
0.8 (80% glazed)

Windows g-value (%) 38 38
Windows lighting penetration (%) 53 53

Window shading No shading
Airtightness Poor Medium

Building’s Orientation South–North
Shape Rectangular

Finally, concerning their occupancy, the buildings are occupied between 8 a.m. and
6 p.m., on weekdays only, while environmental control settings follow the CIBSE guide-
lines [50].

2.1.2. HVAC Configuration and Building Loads

The buildings are fully electric as ground source heat pumps (GSHPs) are used for
both heating and cooling purposes. The heat pump’s coefficient of performance (CoP) val-
ues (3.5 and 5, respectively) are considered to be constant and equal to the seasonal COPs.
Mechanical ventilation is used to meet the minimum air requirements of the occupants
(10 L/s·person) as well as deliver free cooling whenever the indoor temperature is higher
than the cooling set-point. An economiser is used to provide free cooling during the occu-
pied hours, at a maximum rate of two air changes per hour. Night cooling only takes place
between 31 May and 30 September, for the heavyweight buildings. The auxiliary energy
is assumed to be constant throughout the year. The set-point and set-back temperatures
are 22 ◦C and 12 ◦C for heating, while the respective values used for cooling are 27 ◦C and
23 ◦C. Finally, equipment loads from desktop workstations are 9.06 W/m2 while recessed
LED with linear control is used for lighting purposes, with 10.6 W/m2 and 7.4 W/m2

for the office and the reception area, respectively, in order to meet the 500 and 200 lux
illuminance targets.
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2.1.3. Building Simulations

The building loads were calculated using DesignBuilder, which utilises the integrated
EnergyPlus simulation engine which is a well-recognised and accepted building energy
simulation software tool, capable of modelling HVAC as well as other energy flows in
a building and therefore widely used to estimate building energy performance [51,52].
Figure 3 demonstrates the interoperation between DesignBuilder Graphical User Interface
(GUI), and EnergyPlus Simulation engine. Regarding temperature control and the used
indoor set-point and set-back temperatures, the operative temperature and therefore equal
ambient and radiant fractions are considered for the simulations. The thermal comfort of
the occupants is maintained, even in the highly glazed buildings. The discomfort hours,
based on the ASHRAE 55 Simple Standard, were normalised per floor area and four time
steps per hour were chosen for the Zone heat balance model calculations [53].

        (%)

Figure 3. Interoperation between DesignBuilder Graphical User Interface and EnergyPlus (Adapted

from [51]).

The location chosen is Birmingham Airport, United Kingdom (UK) with an ASHRAE
Climate Zone 5C. The location weather data from IWEC were used. Daylight Saving Time
is not observed to avoid any temporal changes on the electricity profile of the buildings.

2.2. Real-Time Electricity Pricing Data

Wholesale electricity prices were obtained from NordPool, for the day-ahead mar-
ket [54,55]. The wholesale cost of domestic electricity constituted only 33.6% of the total
domestic electricity bill, in 2017 [56]. Other parameters include operating costs, the sup-
plier pre-tax margin, network costs, environmental and social obligation costs, as well as
VAT. For non-domestic electricity prices, there are no readily available values provided
from Ofgem and therefore, the wholesale percentage had to be calculated, based on the
data reported by the Consolidated Segmental Statements of the six largest UK electricity
suppliers.

In order to be able to convert wholesale costs to the retail level, it is assumed that
the wholesale percentage remains constant throughout the year. The real contribution
of the wholesale cost to the final electricity bill might vary hourly, depending on the
circumstances. Therefore, Equation (1) is used for the wholesale-to-retail conversion.

Retail Electricity Price (GBP/kWh) =
Wholesale Electricity Price

(

GBP
kWh

)

Direct Fuel Cost Percentage (%)
(1)

Finally, it must also be taken into account that while the reduced VAT rate of 5% applies
for consumption of domestic electricity, non-domestic power is taxed at the standard rate
of 20% [57]. The wholesale contribution to the non-domestic electricity price, reported by
Ofgem as “direct fuel costs”, was calculated by the current study to be 36.6%, which is
around 3% higher than its respective value for domestic electricity [58]. Figure 4 presents
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the maximum, minimum and average values per day for 2017 for the calculated retail
electricity prices. It is shown that the daily difference between the lowest and the highest
prices constitute the foundations of electricity arbitrage.

Figure 4. Real-time day-ahead hourly electricity retail prices for 2017.

2.3. Battery Storage Model

The BSS model consists of the battery bank, one inverter, one rectifier and the controller.
The battery can be discharged to meet building loads or export electricity back to the grid.
The rectifier and inverter are combined in a bidirectional inverter, also called a bi-directional
converter [59]. The input of the model includes the values of the building which have been
generated from the building simulations and the hourly electricity retail prices in order to
configure the BSS operation, based on the applied control algorithm strategy. Regarding
the sizing of the BSS components, it is assumed that the BSS is able to discharge the total
usable battery capacity in a maximum of 2 h and charge it under 3 h. Ten battery sizes
between 40 and 220 kWh were considered, with a 20 kWh step.

This study has adopted an arbitrage algorithm, originally designed for the utilisation
of large scale PHES, as presented in detail and used in [60–62]. In this study, significant
changes have been made in order for the algorithm to adapt to the unique characteristics of
the building scale. Their common objective is to make the algorithm take into account the
hourly building loads towards deciding whether to operate the battery or not. The model
variables are listed in Table 4 along with their units.

2.3.1. Control Algorithm Strategies

The BSS model operates on an hourly basis and the algorithm takes into account
day-ahead real-time electricity prices. It is assumed that the prices of the following day
are announced at midnight and that it is possible to perfectly predict the building energy
consumption for the following day, in advance. Using all the data mentioned above,
the routine takes place 365 times, each covering one day of the year. The principle of
the algorithm is to preschedule the charging and discharging operations of the battery;
therefore, charging cannot take place without discharging and vice versa.

When discharging, the operation of the battery can have one of the following two
forms: (a) meeting the local building loads or (b) exporting back to the grid. In this direction,
a total of three operational strategies have been considered, each one examining at least
one form of the battery operation. Furthermore, it is important to examine the impact of
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the battery operation and the additional exports that take place, during non-working days,
when no building loads are present; therefore, combinations of the above elements led to
the formulation of three individual strategies: E7, E5 and E0. Under E7, both forms of the
battery operation are allowed during the entire week, including exports to the grid when
there is excess electricity stored in the battery. Additionally, E0 uses all stored electricity
towards meeting building loads, during the working days of the week, with no exports
allowed. Finally, as a middle-ground scenario, E5 allows both forms, but only during the
working days of the week. An overview of the operational strategies is shown below, in
Table 5.

Table 4. Battery Storage Model key variables and their units.

Model Variable Unit

annual_energy_cost Annual cost of electricity purchases (GBP/year)
annual_net_cost Annual electricity net cost (GBP/year)
annual_OM_cost Annual Operation and Maintenance cost for the BSS (GBP/year)
annual_revenues Annual revenues from electricity exports (GBP/year)

battery_cost Capital cost of the battery including cabling and other hardware (GBP)
bottleneck Capacity to operate the battery based on conditions (kW)

converter_cost Capital cost of the bi-directional converter (GBP)
energy_demand The building’s hourly electricity demand without storage (kWh)

energy_from_the_grid Total amount of hourly electricity purchased by the grid (kWh)
energy_shifted Hourly building loads shifted due to the utilisation of the battery (kWh)

exported_energy Net annual amount of electricity exported back to the grid (kWh/year)
financial_reward Financial reward required to provide the service (arbitrage) (GBP/kWh)

inflation_rate Annual inflation rate
interest_rate Annual interest rate

LCOE_with_storage Levelised cost of electricity with storage for the study period (GBP/kWh)
LCOE_without_storage Levelised cost of electricity without storage for the study period (GBP/kWh)

maxHourIndex Period of maximum electricity price (index)
maxHourPowerLimit Power limit below which discharging is not allowed (kW)

maxHourPrice Electricity price for the maxHourIndex period (GBP/kWh)
maxRangeIndex Latest period during which the battery can discharge (index)
minHourIndex Period of minimum electricity price (index)

minHourPowerLimit Power limit above which charging is not allowed (kW)
minHourPrice Electricity price for the minHourIndex period (GBP/kWh)

minRangeIndex Earliest period during which the battery can charge (index)
nbattch Charging efficiency
nbattd Discharging efficiency

ninverter Inverter efficiency
nrectifier Rectifier efficiency

NPC_with_storage Net Present Cost using storage for the study period (GBP)
NPC_without_storage Net Present Cost without using storage for the study period (GBP)

OM_cost Total Operation and Maintenance BSS costs for the study period (GBP)
replacement_costj Cost of the replacement of BSS component j of the system (GBP)

RTP_retail Calculated hourly retail electricity price (GBP/kWh)

Table 5. Overview of the Operational Strategies.

Activity Operational Strategy

E7 E5 E0
Battery is allowed to discharge to meet building

loads on working days
✓ ✓ ✓

Exports can take place on working days ✓ ✓ ✕

Exports can take place on non-working days ✓ ✕ ✕

Charging takes place when electricity prices are
cheap and building loads insignificant

✓ ✓ ✓

Discharging takes place when electricity prices
are expensive and building loads significant

✓ ✓ ✓
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2.3.2. Operational Strategy E7: Exports Allowed with Retail Revenues

The first operational strategy identifies the cheapest and most expensive hours of the
day and schedules the BSS to take advantage of the price difference. The process refers
to a day and is repeated until the end of one calendar year and until all periods (8760 h)
have been examined for their suitability for battery operation. No distinction is made
between working and non-working days (NWDs) and therefore the algorithm operates the
battery as many times as technically possible. The combined flow chart for both operational
strategies E7 and E5 is presented in Figure 5.

Discharging hours (maxHourIndex) and their respective prices (maxHourPrice) are
identified and given priority. However, if the corresponding building loads exceed a specific
value (maxHourPowerLimit), the hours in question are removed from the time series and
the algorithm moves on to the next iteration to identify the next suitable maxHourIndex.
This is necessary in order to avoid discharging the battery during hours when the building
loads are insignificant. This threshold is calculated as the average value of the building
loads of the first day, which is always a non-working day, plus an optional margin of 5 kW
to allow for error.

Afterwards, a range around maxHourIndex where charging might occur is established.
The earliest hour the battery can charge is after the most recent period to maxHourIndex
when the battery was full (minRangeIndex). Likewise, the latest hour when charging can
happen after maxHourIndex is the hour before the battery has reached its minimum state
of charge (maxRangeIndex). Then, the minimum electricity price in this range is identified
(minHourIndex) along with its respective price (minHourPrice). If the building loads that
take place during minHourIndex exceed a specified limit (minHourPowerLimit), which is
set equal to maxHourPowerLimit, then the period is removed from the price series and the
next iteration starts again to identify a new period for charging. This ensures that charging
does not take place during the building’s operation, as it would result in higher peak loads.

The total cost of operating the BSS is based on the buying electricity price and the
roundtrip efficiency in order to ensure that the energy discharged by the battery to meet
the building loads is less expensive than directly buying electricity from the grid. The
marginal operational costs of charging and discharging the ESS, often used in PHES
arbitrage, are assumed to be zero and therefore the marginal cost of production is equal to
maxHourPrice. The battery only operates if the condition of Equation (2) is met, which
takes into account the roundtrip efficiency that consists of four different efficiencies that
are present in charging and discharging:

maxHourPrice ≤
minHourPrice

nbattch · nbattd · ninverter · nrectifier
(2)

Finally, operational bottlenecks are in place and will instruct the BSS with the exact
amount of power to charge and discharge, depending on the amount of the energy stored in
the battery. More specifically, constraints for the charging and discharging capacities of the
battery will also apply to avoid charging above a state of charge of 100% and discharging
below the minimum percentage required (10%). The storage content is then updated, and
the process is complete when all the time periods have been evaluated.

2.3.3. Operational Strategy E5: Exports Allowed Only on Working Days

This version of the algorithm excludes the non-working days (NWDs) from the battery
operation; therefore, 52 weekends and four public holidays, a total of 108 days and the
equivalent of 2592 h during which the battery is not allowed to charge or discharge. This
number of hours constitute approximately 30% of a calendar year and when combined
with the technical capability of the BSS to cycle more than once daily can have an enormous
impact on the energy exports and consequent revenues, which are massively reduced. It
should be noted that a significantly less frequent battery usage leads to a higher battery life.
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Figure 5. Flow chart for Arbitrage with Exports for Strategies E7 and E5. If the battery operation is not allowed on NWDs,

minHourIndex is removed from the price series (E5); otherwise, the algorithm proceeds directly with the calculation of the

marginal cost of production (E7) based on the respective minHourValue.
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Operational Strategies E7 and E5 make use of all the available battery and inverter
capacities, trying to discharge as much as possible during the most expensive hour(s), with
any excess electricity being exported back to the electrical grid.

2.3.4. Operational Strategy E0: No Exports Allowed

The third version of the algorithm introduces one additional constraint to ensure that
all the discharged energy from the battery is only used locally to cover the local building
loads. Therefore, the maximum power discharged in any given hour is never greater than
the building’s electricity demand. The roundtrip efficiency is also considered in order to
avoid any additional grid purchases for remaining loads (Figure 6).

2.4. Economics and Cost–Benefit Analysis (CBA)

The battery used was based on a nominal lithium-ion lifecycle of 5000 cycles with a
depth of discharge (DOD) of 90%, the equivalent of 4500 full cycles [63]. For the operation
strategies that allow exports to the grid, the annual revenues are calculated by multiplying
the hourly retail prices with the amount of the respective exported electricity. The total
annual net costs of the electricity are considered to be equal to the electricity grid purchases,
minus any export revenues. The calculated (annual) electricity cost is given in Equation (3),
with its revenues and net cost given in Equations (4) and (5), respectively. Operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs for the BSS are calculated through Equation (6) with the lifetime
referring to the duration of the study period (life of the system in years). The replacement
costs are calculated in Equation (7) with Nrepj representing the number of the replacements
needed for a component j, such as the battery and the converter, and lifej referring to the
estimated lifetime of a component j. The last part of the equation is used to consider the
revenues due to the remaining lifespan of the components.

Regarding the CBA conducted, the BSS prices used are calculated per kWh and kW,
based on a high-end commercial power pack [64]. The exact capital costs have been
calculated to be around GBP 371/kWh and GBP 162/kW [65,66]; slightly higher values of
GBP 390/kWh and GBP 170/kW are considered to adjust for error and inflation. The costs
of cabling and other hardware are included in the total battery cost and are estimated to be
approximately GBP 28/kWh.

In order to calculate the net present costs (NPCs) for each scenario, an annual in-
flation rate of 2% and an interest rate of 5% were taken into account, for 10-year and
20-year periods (Equations (8) and (9)). The levelised costs of electricity (LCOE) were
calculated by dividing each NPC by the respective amounts of energy involved, as shown
in Equations (10) and (11), excluding any battery losses for charging and discharging. Fi-
nally, the financial reward needed is introduced in Equation (12) to represent the economic
benefit that a building must receive per kWh shifted in order to make the two NPCs equal
and consequently render the scheme cost-effective, for the entire lifetime of the project.
It should be noted that Equation (2) is based on [60,61] and Equations (3)–(11) on [59,67],
adjusted for the needs of the current research.

annual_energy_cost = ∑
8760

t=1
(RTPretail·energy_from_the_grid) (3)

annual_revenues = ∑
8760

t=1
(RTPretail ·exported_energy) (4)

annual_net_cost = annual_energy_cost − annual_revenues (5)

OM_cost = ∑
li f etime

k=1

[

annual_OM_cos t ·

(

1 + inflation_rate

1 + interest_rate

)k
]

(6)

replacement_ cos tj = ∑
Nrepj

k=1

[

component_cos tj ·

(

1+ inflation _rate
1+ interest _rate

)k ·li f ej
]

−component_ cos tj ·

[

(Nrepj+1)· lifej−lifetime

lifej

]

·( 1+inflation _rate)lifetime

(1+interestrate)
lifetime

(7)
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NPC_without_storage = ∑
lifetime

k=1

[

annual_energy_cos t·

(

1 + inflation_rate

1 + interest_rate

)k
]

(8)

NPC_with_storage = battery_cost + converter_cost + replacement_cost + OM_cost+

∑
li f etime
k=1

[

annual_net_cos t ·
(

1+ inflation _rate
1+ interest _rate

)k
]

(9)

LCOE_without_storage =
NPC_without_storage

∑
8760
t=1 energy_demand

(10)

LCOE_with_storage =
NPC_with_storage

∑
8760
t=1 (energy_demand + exported_energy )

(11)

financial_reward =
NPC_with_storage–NPC_without_storage

lifetime ·∑
8760
t=1 (energy_shifted)

(12)

The lifetime of the battery will differ depending on the operational strategy, as shown
in Table 6 along with key technical and economic parameters considered in the modelling
process. For strategy E7, the estimated battery lifetime is approximately 10 years, whereas
for E5 and E0 the lifetime is higher, around 20 years. Moreover, the converter lifetime is
assumed to be 10 years for all strategies. The economic analysis for this study is considered
over 10- and 20-year periods; therefore, while there are no replacements required for the
former period, an additional battery and converter is needed under strategy E7 while E5
and E0 require only the addition of a replacement converter, for the 20-year period.

Table 6. Technical and economic parameters used for modelling purposes.

Parameter Value Comments

Battery cost GBP 390/kWh Based on [65,66]
Bidirectional converter cost GBP 170/kW Based on [65,66]

O&M cost GBP 100 per annum Based on [67,68]

Battery lifecycle
5000 cycles at DOD 90%

(4500 full equivalent cycles)
Based on [63]

Estimated battery lifetime
10.5 years (E7)

19.5 years (E5, E0)

E7: 1 cycle per day for
working days

2 cycles per day for NWDs.
E5 and E0: 1 cycle per day for

working days only.
Estimated converter lifetime 10 years (E7, E5, E0) Based on [42]

Inflation rate 2%

Based on [42,59,67]
Efficiencies are assumed to be

constant

Interest rate 5%
Charging efficiency 97%

Discharging efficiency 97%
Inverter efficiency 96%
Rectifier efficiency 96%

Roundtrip efficiency 86.7%
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Figure 6. Flowchart for Arbitrage without exports (Strategy E0). The algorithm presents structural differences compared to

Figure 5 as building loads are now taken into account in the calculation of the bottlenecks. Bottleneck1 is set equal to either

the building loads or the inverter capacity in kW based on the comparison of their values.
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3. Results

3.1. Breakdown Electricity Consumption

The electricity consumption results per sector for all the simulated buildings are
presented in Figure 7. All buildings have demonstrated satisfactory thermal comfort for
the occupants, based on the ASHRAE 55 Standard. Electricity loads for room equipment,
auxiliary energy and DHW are equal for all building scenarios as they are based on the
same assumptions and occupant needs. Heating loads are significantly higher for the Part L
Compliant buildings compared to best practice due to the higher U-Values and infiltration.
Higher levels of glazing reduced both electricity for heating and lighting, but increased
cooling requirements due to higher solar gain. Higher levels of thermal mass reduced
electricity required for cooling as they took advantage of passive night cooling; however,
this value is small in comparison to the total building energy consumption.

− −

− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −

Figure 7. Annual Electricity Consumption per sector for the simulated buildings.

In conclusion, Buildings HwL30 and HwB80 have the highest and lowest electricity
consumption values, respectively, and at the same time they provide very good thermal
comfort for their occupants. Therefore, as the two extreme cases, they are selected to be
further analysed and compared, using several BSS and operational strategies E7, E5 and E0.

3.2. Battery Storage

The sizing of BSS is based on the “three hours to charge” and “two hours to discharge”
rules. However, for the biggest systems, the first results indicated that the inverters rated
power were oversized when compared with the average or even the maximum hourly
building loads. Therefore, instead of using the stored electricity towards shifting building
loads, all the excess electricity would be exported back to the grid (for the E7 and E5
scenarios). More specifically, when batteries larger than 160 kWh are used, the differences
in the shifted peak loads would be insignificant. Consequently, the BSS components were
revised and presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. BSS Components Sizing.

Battery Size (kWh)
Initial Rectifier and

Inverter Rated Power
(kW/−kW)

Final Rectifier and
Inverter Rated Power

(kW/−kW)

40 15/−20 15/−20
60 20/−30 20/−30
80 25/−35 25/−35

100 35/−45 35/−45
120 40/−55 40/−55
140 45/−65 45/−65

160 * 55/−75 45/−65
180 * 60/−80 45/−65
200 * 65/−90 45/−65
220 * 70/−100 45/−65

* Revision needed for the respective inverter and rectifier sizes.

3.2.1. Exports Allowed with Retail Revenues (E7)

The results from the Battery Storage model are presented in Table 8, for the Operational
Strategy E7, which allows exports to take place every day. The peak loads shifted refer to
the loads directly met by the battery instead of buying electricity from the grid, between
the building’s opening hours (8 a.m.–6 p.m.) while the electricity net cost includes the
revenues from selling back to the grid. The operation of the BSS and its impact on the
building’s electricity profile can be seen in Figure 8, for a Sunday and two working days.

Table 8. Annual BSS Results for Operational Strategy E7.

BSS Specs
Electricity

Consumption (kWh/m2)

Electricity
Net Cost
(GBP/m2)

Electricity Shifted
(% of Peak Loads)

Exports
(kWh/m2)

HwL30 HwB80 HwL30 HwB80 HwL30 HwB80 HwL30 HwB80
No BSS 64.45 52.57 8.68 7.01 N/A N/A N/A N/A
40 kWh 67.65 55.77 8.30 6.63 7.68 9.34 2.23 2.23
60 kWh 69.52 57.64 8.12 6.44 10.86 13.22 3.62 3.63
80 kWh 71.27 59.46 7.95 6.28 14.11 17.00 4.91 4.99

100 kWh 73.94 62.47 7.75 6.08 16.16 18.74 7.08 7.50
120 kWh 76.55 65.39 7.57 5.90 17.97 20.24 9.21 9.93
140 kWh 79.35 68.53 7.38 5.71 19.40 21.22 11.54 12.60
160 kWh 80.75 70.02 7.29 5.62 22.54 24.81 12.53 13.68
180 kWh 82.11 71.38 7.21 5.54 25.67 28.59 13.48 14.64
200 kWh 83.83 73.34 7.13 5.47 27.82 30.59 14.82 16.23
220 kWh 85.71 75.56 7.06 5.40 29.46 31.76 16.34 18.08

It is clear that the utilisation of battery storage which is adaptable to dynamic electricity
prices leads to different results every day of the year. These results are always a function of
the daily variation in both the electricity prices (GBP/kWh) and the building loads (kW).
Potential applications of BSS include load-shifting and peak-shaving which can take place
either in terms of reducing the highest load of the day or by reducing the number of hours
during peak loads. Additionally, it can also be seen that during non-working days, the
battery has the capacity to cycle more than once in order to export back to the grid as much
as possible, during the most expensive prices, and take advantage of the price difference.

Regarding the comparison of the two buildings investigated, it is clear that Building
HwB80 can shift more loads when using the same BSS. The difference is also dependent
on the BSS size and specifications, varying between 1.66% and 2.92%. For the smallest
BSS sizes (40–80 kWh), both buildings are able to shift their peak loads by a considerable
percentage that varies between 7.68 and 17%. Concerning the electricity exports, the
comparison between the two buildings is negligible for the smaller battery sizes as the
entire stored electricity is used to meet building loads and there is no excess energy left
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to be sent back to the grid. However, as the BSS size increases and excess electricity is
generated, it is evident that Building HwB80 is able to export higher amounts of electricity.
For the BSS of 220 kWh, Building HwB80 exports 18.08 kWh/m2, which is 1.74 kWh/m2

more than Building HwL30.

 

tt −Figure 8. Arbitrage E7 Results for Building HwL30 using Battery Storage (220 kWh, 45/−65 kW).

Finally, regarding the electricity economics and the annual net costs (GBP/m2), as
Building HwL30 is less energy-efficient, it consumes more electricity to meet its loads and
therefore its total electricity purchases from the grid increase even more when utilising
battery storage. For all scenarios and BSS sizes, Building HwB80 costs 1.67 GBP/m2 less,
which translates into GBP 4175 of annual savings. Additionally, as the BSS size increases,
the excess electricity also grows, resulting in higher electricity exports, increasing amount
of revenues and a consequent lower net cost. The differences between the no storage
scenario and the biggest BSS size are shown to identify the maximum benefits introduced
by the battery. The net cost of electricity can be reduced from 8.68 to 7.06 and from 7.01 to
5.40 GBP/m2 for Buildings HwL30 and HwB80, respectively.

3.2.2. Exports Allowed on Working Days with Retail Revenues (E5)

The impact of the BSS regarding the Operational Strategy E5 which allows exports to
take place on working days can be seen in Figure 9, for a Sunday and two working days.
The BSS results are identical to E7 when it comes to working days and the shifting of peak
loads; however, the battery does not run on weekends.

Building HwB80 can shift a higher percentage of its peak loads, in comparison with
Building HwL30. Once using the same BSS, Building HwB80 shifts 2% more than HwL30
on average, which is not significant. It should be pointed out that all peak load shifts
have been decreased when compared with Table 8 and Operational Strategy E7. The
battery operation for both E7 and E5 strategies is the same for working days; however, E7
allows load-shifting during weekends as well. While the buildings’ activity is minimal
at weekends, there is a small constant electricity load (~4 kW), representing the auxiliary
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(parasitic) energy consumption. Therefore, E7 leads to higher load-shifting around 2%
more when compared to the E5 respective results.

 

tt −Figure 9. Arbitrage E5 Results for Building HwL30 using Battery Storage (220 kWh, 45/−65 kW).

Revenue-wise, the most important parameter when comparing E5 and E7 is the
electricity exported back to the grid. Under E5, the battery is idle on non-working days
and exports can only take place in cases of excess electricity, on weekdays. For the different
battery sizes, export ranges of 0–3.79 and 0–5.53 kWh/m2 can be achieved for Buildings
HwL30 and HwB80, respectively. For comparison purposes, the respective export ranges
under the E7 strategy were 2.23–16.34 and 2.23–18.08 kWh/m2. In addition, as the E5
export values are smaller, they also lead to consequent lower revenue streams and therefore
higher net costs. Under E5, the electricity net costs are in the range 7.74–8.46 for HwL30 and
6.07–6.79 kWh/m2 for HwB80. The respective values for the E7 strategy were previously
shown to be 7.06–8.30 and 5.40–6.63 kWh/m2.

3.2.3. No Exports (E0)

The absence of exports and the excess stored electricity under E0 have led to higher
amounts of energy being available and used towards meeting the local building loads.
Consequently, from an electricity footprint perspective, buildings implementing E0 have
been able to change their daily profile significantly (Figure 10). For the first time, the peak
loads-shifting has now established a linear relationship with the battery capacity of the
system; this was not the case for E7 and E5 strategies.
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tt −Figure 10. Arbitrage E0 Results for Building HwL30 using Battery Storage (220 kWh, 45/−65 kW).

Quantitively, the potential for load-shifting has been significantly increased when
compared with the E7 and E5 strategies, as the battery operation now focuses exclusively
on this objective. More specifically, the peak load-shifting percentage ranges are now
6.38–33.95% and 7.79–39.68% for Buildings HwL30 and HwB80, respectively. The peak
load-shifting of the two buildings for the larger 220 kWh battery, under the E7 strategy,
was respectively 4.5 and 8% lower than with No Exports.

Finally, the total absence of exports and the relevant revenue streams also result in
higher annual net costs, when compared with E7; however, net cost differences between
E5 and E0 are insignificant, reflecting the low amount of E5 exports. In terms of cost-
effectiveness, Building HwB80 still appears to be more attractive, as for every BSS size, it is
always GBP 1.6/m2 cheaper than HwL30.

3.3. Cost–Benefit Analysis

A CBA for a 10- and 20-year period was conducted for the two final buildings in order
to evaluate the long-term economics, taking into account parameters that have the potential
to affect the cost-effectiveness of the suggested SGOB scheme, including the inflation and
interest rates that are assumed to be constant. Two batteries (120 and 240 kWh) were used
along with a common inverter size (60 kW). The rectifier capacity was chosen in order to
be able to fully charge the battery within 3 h (40 and 80 kW). The CBA focusses on the BSS
and does not consider costs for the building construction, as they are deemed to be outside
the scope of this article and the suggested scheme can also be applied to existing buildings.

3.3.1. CBA for a 10-Year Period

The NPCs for all operational strategies can be seen per building, in Figure 11. The
difference between the no storage case and the rest of the scenarios is due to the introduced
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BSS capital cost which is dependent on the battery and converter sizes. When not using
storage, Building HwL30 has an NPC over 10 years of GBP 185,661 which is approximately
GBP 35,000 more expensive than Building HwB80. This GBP 35,000 NPC difference between
the two buildings appears to be consistent throughout all operational strategies and BSS
sizes, indicating that HwB80 is more economical for all the scenarios presented. This is in
accordance with the results presented in Section 3.1, where the buildings’ total electricity
consumption was 64.45 kWh/m2 for HwL30 and 52.57 kWh/m2 for HwB80.

 

Figure 11. Net Present Cost for 10-year period (all operational strategies).

From the three suggested operational strategies, E7 appears to incur the highest NPCs,
despite the additional revenue stream of exports that is introduced during weekends. It
should be highlighted that at the end of the 10-year period, E7 is the only operational
strategy under which the lifetime of the battery reaches its end. In contrast, under E5 and
E0, the battery has a remaining lifespan of 10 additional years and therefore has 50% of
its lifetime intact, as previously shown in Table 6, leading to the reduction in the battery’s
NPCs. Furthermore, the second highest NPC values are observed under E0 where no
exports take place, followed by E5 that allows exports only on working days. For both
buildings, the results for E5 and E0 strategies appear to be very similar for both scenarios,
forming a separate group from E7 and demonstrating that the impact of the minimal
number of exports under E5 is insignificant, resulting in a marginal difference between E0
and E5 of just GBP 1000–3000, depending on the battery size.

Under E7, the NPC is around GBP 8000 or GBP 20,000 higher than the respective
values under E5 for the 120 kWh and 240 kWh battery, respectively. It is important to point
out that while the primary objective of the three operational strategies is to shift electricity
demand from peak to off-peak periods of the day and occasionally perform peak-shaving,
exports are of vital economic importance for the viability and the cost-effectiveness of the
SGOB scheme. Reviewing the results per building and beginning with HwB80, E7 adds a
GBP 34,000 cost when using the 120 kWh battery, compared to the no storage case, while
the 240 kWh battery brings the total extra cost to GBP 67,000. The exact same trends are
observed for HwL30.

It is vital to highlight that under the E7 and E5 scenarios, it is assumed that building-
exported energy is rewarded with the retail electricity price. As explained, there is no
current mechanism or financial motive for buildings to provide such a service to the
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electrical grid. This is also one of the reasons that made the distinction between E7 and E5
necessary.

In this direction, a financial reward is necessary in order to encourage commercial
buildings to participate in this suggested enterprise and become SGOBs. This reward may
at least cover the difference between the (business as usual) NPC without storage and the
NPC when using a BSS. Essentially, this will create an additional revenue stream that will
render the two NPCs equal. Concerning the structure of this SGOB reward, the authors
of this paper support that it should be based on the amount of electricity shifted and/or
exported by the BSS. For the needs of the current article, emphasis will be given only on
the electricity shifted as this is present in all three operational strategies.

If financial motives are to be calculated based on the amount of electricity shifted
during the building’s working hours, as presented in Chapter 2.4, the reward range is
GBP 0.0966–0.1432 for HwL30 and GBP 0.1031–0.1575 for HwB80, as shown in Figure 12.
Shifting electricity is of benefit to the grid; however, for an individual building more energy
shifted is usually due to the building having a higher energy consumption due to poor
energy efficiency. It is therefore necessary that any incentive does not incentivise lower
energy efficiency in the building stock. In this case, this is tackled by using energy shifted in
the denominator of the calculation for incentives. This can also be achieved with incentives
only applied to buildings when they reach a certain level of energy efficiency.

 

Figure 12. Required financial motive for a 10-year period (all operational strategies).

Operational strategy E7 requires the highest financial rewards, followed by E5 and E0.
In descending order, the financial motive establishes a range between GBP 0.1405–0.1575
for E7, GBP 0.1081–0.1281 for E5 and finally GBP 0.0966–0.1059 for E0. The highest numbers
observed under E7 can be explained due to the reduced lifetime of the battery, which leads
to comparatively higher NPCs and therefore to a greater NPC difference which needs to be
covered by the financial motive (Equation (12)). The reward needed under E0 appears to
be slightly lower than the respective values under E5 due to the entirety of the E0 battery
operation being dedicated to load shifting while there is a combination of load shifting and
minor electricity exports, under E5.

Finally, the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) is presented below, in Table 9. The cost
is almost the same for buildings without storage, around GBP 0.1146/kWh. For the smaller
BSS size (120 kWh), it can be seen for both buildings that, under operational strategy E7, the
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cost of purchasing electricity is similar to the no storage scenario, while the value increases
to approximately GBP 0.1289 for E5 and reaches its maximum price for E0, with a mean
value of GBP 0.1334. When utilising the bigger BSS (240 kWh), the LCOE has a mean value
of GBP 0.1225 under E7, marginally higher than the respective value of the smaller battery.
The electricity costs for E5 and E0 strategies are higher, with respective mean values of
GBP 0.1382 and GBP 0.1489.

Table 9. Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) for 10-year period.

Building Operational Strategy

Levelised Cost of Electricity
(GBP/kWh) with Storage

Levelised Cost of Electricity
(GBP/kWh) without Storage

120 kWh
(40 kW/−60 kW)

240 kWh
(80 kW/−60 kW)

No BSS

HwL30

E7 0.1190 0.1235

0.1152E5 0.1288 0.1381
E0 0.1320 0.1456

HwB80

E7 0.1174 0.1215

0.1141E5 0.1290 0.1382
E0 0.1348 0.1522

In conclusion, despite some minor differences, the LCOE results are similar for both
buildings. The parameters that affect the electricity costs are the operational strategy and
the size of the BSS while the LCOE under E7 appears to be similar to the no storage scenario
value. It should be reminded that this is also related to the LCOE calculation methodology
followed as the NPCs are divided by sum of the electricity demand and any present exports.
It can be argued that the inclusion of exports can potentially lead to an underestimation of
the LCOE, for the E7 and E5 strategies. However, the additional electricity is purchased
from the grid to only be later exported back, resulting in a subsequent profit and at the
same time providing an important service to the electrical grid.

3.3.2. CBA for a 20-Year Period

The 20-year CBA results are shown, in detail, in Table 10, along with the number of
replacements needed, for the bidirectional converter and the battery. It should be noted that,
as a result of increasing the study period from 10 to 20 years, all the NPC values, including
the no-storage scenario, have increased due to the higher amounts of electricity purchased
by the grid to cover the local building loads. More specifically, when not using storage,
Building HwL30 has an NPC over 20 years of GBP 324,602, which is around GBP 62,000
more expensive than Building HwB80. Similarly to the 10-year period results, this GBP
62,000 NPC difference between the two buildings is present throughout all strategies and
BSS sizes, confirming that HwB80 is indeed more economical. Furthermore, the additional
costs introduced by the capital expenditure of the replacements has led to an increase of the
NPCs for all storage scenarios. At the same time, as all the BSS components do not have
any remaining lifespan at the end of the study period, there are no deductions from their
respective NPC values. Nevertheless, the 20-year results and their trends are consistent
with the 10-year period results, as presented in Section 3.3.1.

At this point, it is important to present a brief comparison between the 10- and 20-year
results in order to evaluate how the NPC values affect the financial motives needed to
render the SGOB scheme cost-effective (Figure 13). For both buildings and study periods,
it can be seen that, with the exception of some minor variations, the financial motive values
are largely the same for both BSS sizes used; this is expected due to their normalisation
(GBP/kWh shifted). In terms of the financial motive values per operational strategy,
the same trends are observed, as in Section 3.3.1, with E7 requiring the highest financial
reward, followed by E5 and finally E0. In addition, it is clear that for the 20-year period,
the financial motive needed is reduced by GBP 0.02/kWh, for both buildings and all
operational strategies, when compared to the respective values of the 10-year period.
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Consequently, the BSS operation is not just able to compensate the additional capital costs
needed for the replacement components of the 20-year period, but it also results in a
reduction in the financial reward needed when increasing the study period from 10 to
20 years. In more detail, for the smaller 120 kWh BSS and both buildings, the reduction
reaches 13% for E7 and 21% for E5 and E0, while the respective values for the 240 kWh BSS
(13%, 22%, 21%) remain largely consistent.

Table 10. LCOE, NPC and financial motive needed for 20-year period.

Operational Strategy Replacements Needed Parameter *
Building and BSS Combination

HwL30 HwB80

BSS
120 kWh

BSS
240 kWh

BSS
120 kWh

BSS
240 kWh

E7
1 converter

1 battery

NPC 383,573 441,222 321,118 379,217
LCOE 0.1040 0.1080 0.1026 0.1062

Fin. motive 0.1228 0.1251 0.1328 0.1377

E5 1 converter

NPC 366,094 398,424 303,639 336,419
LCOE 0.1112 0.1181 0.1111 0.1177

Fin. motive 0.0931 0.0844 0.1013 0.0937

E0 1 converter

NPC 367,304 401,484 305,265 340,920
LCOE 0.1140 0.1246 0.1161 0.1297

Fin. motive 0.0832 0.0758 0.0840 0.0811

No storage N/A
NPC 324,602 262,076

LCOE 0.1007 0.0997

* Parameter (value): NPC (GBP), LCOE (GBP/kWh), Financial motive (GBP/kWh).

  

(a) (b) 

′

Figure 13. Financial reward needed for a 10-year and 20-year period, based on the electricity shifted (GBP/kWh), for

buildings (a) HwL30 and (b) HwB80.

4. Conclusions

From a total of eight simulated buildings with different design characteristics, the
two extreme cases, energy-wise, were selected for further investigation in order to assess
their capability to utilise BSS to perform arbitrage under real-time electricity prices. When
assuming the biggest battery size of 220 kWh, the most energy-efficient building (HwB80),
in terms of the envelope U-values, has proven to be capable of shifting a higher percentage
of its peak loads (31.76% for E7, 29.51% for E5 and 39.68% for E0) and at the same time
export more electricity (18.08 kWh/m2 for E7 and 5.53 kWh/m2 for E5) when this is
available as an option. In addition, HwB80 has been proven to have the lowest annual
net costs (5.40 GBP/m2 for E7, 6.07 GBP/m2 for E5 and 6.20 GBP/m2 for E0) which are
significantly lower when compared with the no-storage scenario cost of 7.01 GBP/m2, for
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the same building. It is clear that the building design affects the energy as well as the
arbitrage performance.

Regarding the long-term economics and the CBA conducted for a 10-year period,
Building HwB80 proved to be the most economical, incurring GBP 35,000 less costs under
all scenarios, including no storage. The lowest NPCs were observed under the E5 strategy
due to the remaining lifetime of the battery (50%) at the end of the 10-year period, and the
small amount of revenues. The E0 results are very similar to E5′s, indicating that the E5
operational strategy leads to an insignificant revenue stream from exports. Finally, strategy
E7 has the highest NPC values for all scenarios as the export revenues are not sufficient
to compensate for the fact that the remaining battery lifespan is non-existent, leading to
zero NPC deductions at the end of the study period. When a 20-year period is considered,
HwB80 is still the most economical building, incurring GBP 62,000 less in costs under all
scenarios, including no storage. Increasing the study period from 10 to 20 years leads to a
reduction in the financial motive by GBP 0.02 per kWh shifted, despite the introduction of
the additional capital costs needed for the system replacements.

The results regarding the financial rewards needed to make the building-arbitrage
scheme cost-effective were remarkably interesting, as the energy-efficient building (HwB80)
proved to require a higher amount of extra revenues (GBP/kWh shifted). The problematic
nature of the financial reward definition was explained; therefore, the authors of this article
believe that the monetisation of building-provided services to the grid by BSS utilisation
should be based on the percentage of the building loads shifted (%) rather than the total
amount of electricity shifted. The latter constitutes a much fairer criterion that is able
to reflect the energy efficiency of the buildings and indirectly their design and HVAC
configuration.

Regarding limitations of this study, it should be noted that the majority of the end-
users do not have access to real-time electricity prices and there is no current mechanism
enabling battery arbitrage at the building scale. However, this paper makes the case for
methods to enable this to happen towards wider building-level storage utilisation.

It is clear that the formation of a proper regulatory framework is of fundamental
importance in order to establish motives for buildings to undertake an active role in the
future smart grid by utilising battery storage and evolving gradually into SGOBs. This will
be possible only if all the associated market players and stakeholders recognise the peak
demand reduction potential and the capabilities presented under different DR strategies
for various building types, in different climates and occupancy profiles. They have to come
together to discuss and create such a framework, including the electricity utilities, the
government, the public and building owners.

The current article made the first vital step by examining how building design and
BSS characteristics affect the performance of commercial buildings conducting arbitrage by
introducing three operational strategies and examining the techno-economic implications
in the long term. Further work should be carried out towards defining and examining
potential financial motives and subsidy mechanisms, not only for arbitrage but for other
balancing services as well. These motives could be structured similarly to the services
procured by the National Grid, mentioned previously, and could include availability fee
(GBP/hour), utilisation (GBP/MWh) and nomination fee (GBP/hour).

Regarding future work, it is important to examine additional building design and
HVAC configurations, especially naturally ventilated buildings which could demonstrate
a different behaviour in terms of their daily electricity profile, especially in the summer
period. Further development to incorporate building scale renewables should also follow.
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